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Abstract. Some e,!:cepticmal features of tl;le dynamically changing environment require the additional means for qualitative knowledge representation, data.
verification and ensurance of operativity of decision making proce~es. The article considers the possibilities of integra.ti~n the safequard methods for impartial
multicriteria: decision making with the three levels of knowledge representation
distinquished in the decision support system ~DSS). The approach is to represent static and dynamic aspects of the target system and to reflect them in
deep knowledge' representation level. The means to formalize multiple objective decision making mechanisms is proposed. The examples developed during
the designing stages of the ecological evaluation system for different enterprises
demonstrate the results of using extended E-nets for modeling cognit.ive processes leading to decisions .
. Key words: decision support system (DSS), deep knowledge representation, dynamic modeling, temporal aspects, E-nets.

1. Introd uction. The problems of data reliability in the DSS
in order to ensure the correct and impartial decisions in a dypamically changing environment are of the same level of importance
as knowledge aquisition and qualitative knowledge representation.
The great amount of measurement points and operat.ive changabil-'
ity ofthe situation in a certain time period causes the uncertainty of
measurements and reports, the investigation of partial information
and ·so on. In this case the overlapping and conflicts are possible
between different observations. Decision making is performed considering a lot of various factors, evaluating the monitoring data and
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comparing the reports and the real situation, etc. A wide range of
the information requires the speci8.l methods for dynamical obserVation of the situa.tion, data verification as well as representation
of the operativity in DSS.
The existence of polysemantic knowledge requires the use of
several methods for knowledge representation in the same system.
The orientation towards model-based rule learning approa.ches for
knowledge acquisition, caused by the qualitative d~p representation of knowledge provided by a semantic model, allows to represent
the domain specificity more expressively and to choose the main,·
principles and rules used firstly. This deductive approach bypasses
an ordinary and multiple modeling which is used to obtain· the
rules from the examples. It aJso enaJ>les to deduce the mechanism
of operative decision making more efficiently. It is possible to detect the knowledge formed by the contextual domain investigation
modes. This is the level of conceptual representation of entities,
processes, situation by concepts (basic elements) of the domain.
Another level is the representation of expert empirical knowledge
provided by practical experience and the actions of leading specialists of the domaiq. The problem specifying statical and dynamical
aspects of the errterprise system and the information system has.
arisen and it has ;been discused by many authors during the recent
deca.de. The actual contribufion to modeling of statical and dynamical aspects of information and to proposed conceptual schemes was
made by Brodie and Silva (1982), Casanova et al.(1983), Rolland et
al. (1982, 1984) in REMORA methodology, Bussolati et al. (1983)
in DATAID project. Modeling is considered to be a complex and
important process especially in the first phases of the system development if we orient ourselves towards modeling support tools as
it is presented by Wijers et al. (1991). Information modeling is
that part of requirements engineering which has to deal with interaction, incompleteness and heuristic ecpecially at the first stages
of the system development.
We are considering the possibility of representation of rules
and their dynamic control and connection of the output mech-
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,anism with temporal attributes based on the extension of Petri
nets, called evaluation nets (E-nets) described by Noe and Nutt
(1973). E-nets notation, extended by some temporal parameters
(Dzemydiene, 1986,1988; Dzemydiene and Baskas, 1990) is used
to represent dy'nami~s ,with respect to explicit temporal aspects of
the target system. The temporal know"Iedge represent~tion aspects
are'of primary interest in the DSS context when the problems of
retrospective analysis and prognosis are concerned. In the prognosis of the further evolution of target area and the system behaviour.
it is important to design adequate imitation model of the system.
The attempt to join the E-nets and means of.imitation simulation
is made by Pranevitchius and Svanyte (1980) and 'Pranevitchius
and Dzemydiene (1980). A va,riety of temporal representation approaches for specifying events in the DSS context, suggested such as
historical models by Clifford and Warren (1983), Ariav (1986); date
line models by Kahn and Gorry (1977), Gustafsson et al. (1988),
Gadia et al. (1988); models represented as before/after chains by
Kahn et al. (1977), Hennessy et al. (1985); interval based models
by Allen (1983), De"Pan and Wingston (1987), cover many aspects
of the given phenomenon specificity.
The rule forming and control by eva,luating various decision
making mechanisms ::If different experts are related with the problem of rule specification and lies in the fact that the behavior models of the person making the decision are not complete, the context
rules are specific, sometimes contradictory. Some aspects of safeguarding for impartial and correct multicriteria decision making
are considered in the article.
2. Extension of tbe E-net notation. An E-net as represented by: Noe and Nut (1973) is a connected set oflocations ov~r
the set of allowable transition schema, and is denoted as the following four-tuple E (L, P; R, A). It is possible to consider the net
as the relation of (E, M., S, Q, w), where L is a nonempty set of locations {bj}, where P is the set of peripheral locations {Pj,pj'}, where
{pj} are input peripheral locations and {pj'} are output peripheral
locations, R is the set of resolution locations {~, ~'}; A is a finite,
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nonempty set of transition declarations {ail; Mo is the initial marking of the net; E is the set of token parameters; Q is the set oi
transition procedures {qj}j 1J is the set of procedures of resolution
locations {1/J(r1), tJ1(r1')}. An E-net transition denoted by Noe and
Nutt (1973) as aj (s,t(aj),qi), where s is a transition scheme, t(ai)
is a transition time and qi is a transition procedure. To represent
temporal aspects a transition description is extended as follows:
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where i is an index of transition, L~ is the set of input locations
of the transition {bih. where j r,n, n isa number of input locations, L~' is the set of output locations of the transition {bi'}, where
j
1, rn, rn is the number of output locations; L'. L" 'E Lj r1 is the
location of complex conditions on the input of transition (i.e., resolution location); ..:' is the resolution location for the output of transition; tf· is a planned moment of transition firing, tf E T*. where
T* = TU{t·}j T is the absolute time scale, {t·} are time moments
which are determined approximately (i.e., not fixed beforehand);
tf is a factual moment of transition firing; Ti is the duration of the
transition work; r.tj is the periodical transition time; qi E Qis a
procedure, which/according to the rules of transition work ' realizes
a reflection of MiXe'XL'XI/'XrXR to
and determines the to-'
kens m E M flow with parameters {e'h from input locations {bj}
, to output location~, taking into account the functions <;If resolution procedures tJ1(r1). t/I(rn at the actual time moment t{, which at
the current time moment is compared to th~ real time moment in
the absolute time, scale te E Tj sti is the specification of temporal
rela~ionships of transition with other marked time moments.
The general view of the transition scheme is shown in Fig. 2.1.
The possibility of dividing resolution locations into input and
output of the transition allowed to unite the situation of choosing
the locations for input as well as for output of the same transition.
The procedures of complex conditions for transition input
{1/J(rD} allow to ,§peci6Y the jransitionfiring dependence on:
- the combination of factors of the previous transitions accomplishment;
'-..
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Fig. 2.1 The general view of the extended E-net transition
scheme.
- the combination of concrete parameters of tokens meanings;
- the combination of the meanings of external conditions.
The procedures of complex conditions for transition output
{t/I(r;')} allow to specify:
- the combination of choice of the tokens flow into oiltpu·t
locations for the transition completion;
- the combination of choice and/or determination of the dependence of output attributes {en and/or external parameters of
t()ken meanings {Pj[eJ:]} E P.
The temporal parametertf E T* allows to control the net not
only automatically but also a.ccording to the planned terms .. The
temporal parameter t{ E T allows ,to fix the factual moments of
trans.ition firing which are directly related with the evaluation of the
events descdbed by the given net fragment according to time. The
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abstract conception of specification of the temporal relationships
allows to concretely by evaluate the event ,described by the given
·transition regarding other marked time moments. It will a.Ilow to
formalize those aspects of the decision making mechanism which are
necessary to determine the situation of events (tasks, operations,
etc.) ac~omplishment.

8. Qualitative knowledge representation in the DSS.
Some issues for a qualitativeknowlecige representation including
the aquisition and structurization stages are considered in this section. Our universe of discourse (UoD) is concerned with decision
making which is aimed at the evaluation of ecological sit\lation of
the region. The industrial~ agricultural and similar enterprises that
pollute or can potentially contaminate territorial waters a~d air are
essential objects for analyzation. The decision making is aimed at
the permission offurthe~ exploitation or ,building new objects that
pollute or can potentially contaminate surroundings and is related
with the problems of estimation of a general ecological situation in
the given region, all indices of pollution provided in the project of
the object, risk factors related with the preservation of links that
are of biological significance in dependence of time aRd so on.
We have di&tinguished three levels of representation in this
system: deep knowledge, analyzed the behavior of the enterprise
system and decision making processes. The scheme of interaction
of these levels is shown in Fig 3.1. Here (A) is the l~vel of statical
aspect representation.
The knowledge is revealed by contextual foundations of the
UoD study. The semantic model is under constl !ction which expres"ses qualitative features of the entities, processes and theirlife,
cycles, relationships between entities, the degree of agregation and
hierarhy. The organizational princi pIes of the UoD are achieved, J:?y
a semantic submodel of static components and are constructed by.
using three types of abstractions between the chosen entities (aggregation, generalization and tra,nsformation) described by Kan- ,
gassalo (1984). This is the scheme of "workspace" of the working
. '
memory. An example of the statical submodel of relationships be~
I
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tween entities is represented by a structural functional scheme of
concepts for water distribution (Fig. 3.2.)
The level of representation of dynamical aspects (B) shows the
dynamics of observable processes in the enterprise system. At the
stage of deep knowledge representation we construct a dynamical
submodel of the behavior not for the general enterprise system
but only for the chosen information units which are semantically
sufficient for the analysis. The question arising in the design is
a semantic evaluation of information which is sufficient to ground
different conclusions. Another one is the selection of the forms
of information representation and of the ord~r of conclusions for
different groups o(specialists. The information units, the analysis
of which as· well as the results of the analysis, play the main part
in choosing the decision, are distinguished ~nd reflected.
The harmful materials, their usage and distribution during the
production process a.re those choseninformation units the dynamics
of which we have to analyze for basic conclusions on the extent of
the object contamination., The dynamic submodel is designed by
using a E-nets at various levels of detailing. The E~net of the
distribution of hai'mful materials in the object is shown in Fig. 3.3.
I

•

A semantic ~escription of this net: the raw materials (PI!"'"
Pl,n) are received from the supplier~ a~d are registered in the supply
department of the object (al)' These raw materials (b1. ...• b1 ,n) may
be di~tributed (a;) 'in the internal system of the object as follows:
one part of the materials (b2 • ... • b2,.. ) may be left in the storehouses
or open in the object territory (a4), another part (b~, ... ,b4,n) may be
delivered directly into the production technological processes (a7)
and.. third part is rejected as (bs •...• bs,n) defective materials. The
defective materials may be distributed (as) as follows: one part of
these defective materials (b 5 •• ••• bs,n) may be left in the storehouses
or open in the object territory (a4), a second part (b 6, ., ., b6,n) may ,
be preprocessed (a6) before getting into production, a third part
(b7•...• b7,n) may get directly into production technological processes, a fourth~partO(bs, .. &\bs+n) may be returned to suppli~rs.
During the production technological processes (a7) the materials
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Fig. 3.2. The statical submodel of relationships between the entities according to the water distribution. .
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Fig. S.S. The E-net of distribution of harlllfulmaterials in the"object.
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may be distributed as follows: one part (b 11 , ••• ,bll,n) is used for
the ready or half-ready products (as), another part (b I2 •••• ,b 12,n) is
thrown out into the air (a9), a third pa.rt (6 13 , •••• b13,n) is thrown
out into the water (alo) and a fourth part (bt4, "." b14 ,n) may form
as waste materials (all). In the case they stay in the storehouses
or open they are evaporating, are spilt or washed away with rain
wat.e~ (as).
Different levels of detailing of these processes are distinguished
using macro transitions. The decomposition of transition alo (the
processes of distribution of the harmful materials in the water) is
shown in Fig. 3.4.
The semantic description of the output locati~~s:
Ps, ... ,Ps,n are waste materials from the prim~~y sewage purification plant;
Pg, ... ,P9,nare waste materials from the common sewage purification plant;
Pll .... ,Pll,n are materials getting into open reservoirs, if there
is no rain water assembling system;
P12, ..• ,P12,n are utilized wastes;
PlO, ... ,PIO,n are materials getting into open reservoirs, which
are not detained in the sewerage system of the object;
P14, ... ,P14,n are materials getting into external reservoirs from
the leakage pipes of the object;
b22 , ••• ,b22 ,n are materials settling in rain water assembling system . .
The semantic description of the transitions:
alO denotes getting of the harmful materials with sewage into
the sewerage system;
.
an is the urban sewerage system;
413 is washing out by rain water;
414 is the rain water assembling system;
alS is a common sewage purification plant of the urban sewerage system;
416 is detaining/settling in the primary sewage purification
plant;
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Fig. 3.4. The E-netof distribution processesof the harmfulm:a.terials
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is "a primary sewage purification plant; .
a18 are the leakage pipes of sewage; .
(119 is the utilization of waste.
The dynamical submodel is the result of a systematic analysis and explicitly represents all possible cases of distribution of the
materials and enables to foresee all this cases for the balance and
inspection task solving. The multiple objective decision making
(C) deals with the analysis of information obtained from the statical submodel taking into account all possib~e measurement points
revealed in the dynamical submodel of such a system. The modelled system is regarded as a direct mapping of the real enterprise
system, and decisions ca~ be based on the decisive facts and follow
rather deterministic rules. The real enterprise system can be considered as a mixturE1 of conflicts and cooperation, while the system
being designed has support the negotiation mechanism.
(111

4. Integration of the representation of multicriter.ia decision making with safequard.means for impartial decision
support. In. the dynamically changing environment decision making usually means multiple objective decisions based on partial information .. The. programs have some dificulties in dealing with
past and future events, i.e., in establishing what is actually true at
present and what· can be true in future, and what action at a cer~
tain time will change the state of the system. We· must include the
selection mechnisms of appropriate rules and their possible switch
as decision evolves. In this case the formalization of decision making processes must include the representation of dynamics of
inference mechanisms, all points of observations, all criteria which
are semantically sufficient for making the decision in appropriate
time moment. The possibility of applying the E-net notation for
specification of the inference mechanisms (Dzemydiene, 1992)allows to interpret the rulEls by the set of transitions A {a1,'" ,an}
of E·net. The locations L= {b1,b 2 , ... ,bm } will correspond to the
conditions (facts), so that the condition of applicability of each rule
consist in simultaneous accomplishment of a certain totality of conditions {bill"" ,bi.}. Each condition from the given totality may be

all
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a compound vector bil:, i.e., may consist of the set of elementary
conditions; bill {bil:(ejl), bill(ej2), ... , bii:(ejra)}'
The· situation of rule applicability' is determined by various
combinations of accomplishment facts of elementary conditions.
The fact of condition M(bil.:)
1 means that the token is in the
location b~1: and is a, confirmation of this condition. Il)ference of
state M(b;l:) = 1 is the evidence of the statement: B = M(b~l:(ejl» A
M(b~l:(ej2» A .; . A M(bh(ejra» = 1.
A transition without a resolution location describes the situation of applicability of the rule as: M(bi1) A •. , A M(b;,). The
transition having a resolution location r' allows to describe the situation in the' following way: M(bh) V ... V M(b;,) or to apply various
combinations of conjunctic:lOS and disjunctions between M(b~I:)'
The result of the rule may be determined either by the combination of the facts of condition accomplishment making an impact
for <l.n other rule or the final inference. The .purpose of the work of
this system is finding the sequence of the rules inferring the fact we
are interested in. The net allows to represent various procedures
of forming the sequences of rules that may include consecutive,
recurrent, parallel/or mixed inferences. Each rule in an inference
sequence establisHes a new fact. Established at a certain moment
of inference, a coMection of facts may be considered as the state of' .
DSS, and the rule as the operator changing this state. The st.ate
under consideratioq may be defined by the vector:

=

=

where N is the number of positions belonging to a certain fragment
ofth"e net under consideration. Each of Mi(bH ,) may be equal to 1,
if the fact is determined at a given time moment ti (i.e., the token
is placed in the position bHI), or equal to 0, otherwise (i.e., there
is no token in the position bH')'
The whole inference process may be described as the evolntion
of the dynamic system:
(4.2)
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where Mi is the state before the moment ti, ati is the rule applied at
the moment ti, Mi+l is the state after the rule application. Assume
that the system may remain constant in a certain time interval with
regard to t.he facts being inferred. Thus, it is possible to mark all
states Mi-l < 'Mi which where inferred before the moment ti. These
states may be called as logical consequences of the state kl.
, The system (4.2) is controlled regarding time because the rule
may be chosen from th~ set A at an appropriate time moment. The
terminal or objective set of states will be interpreted by the set of
output (terminal or peripheral) locations {Pi}.
From the point of view of dynamic description (4.2), the purpose of inference will be achieved if M(fIJ)
1, i.e~, the state is
achieved:

=

where {Pi! are the parameters of the token which has come to the
location P'J.
It is possible to determine the set offinal inferences {pj'} P" c
P as a discrete set of decisions or alternatives (variants) exposed .
for choice. The complexity of the decision making task consists in
fiding the best decision in conditions of multicriteria. The number of alternatives increases applying multicriteria evaluation and
it is necessary to choose the mechanism of rejecting a number of
those alternatives. Analyzing the possibilities of choice mechanisms
(under the lack of information about the importance of criteria or
the criteria are equivalent) the acceptable decision variant seems
to be not so easily chosen. It is expedient to make a choice a~cord
ing to the weighed criterion. The base for choosing the decision
variant is qualitative information on the relevantimp0l'tance of a
separate criterion. In real choice tasks the variants are not in the
arbitrary order: some variants may exclude the other ones, while
the other are always accompanied. The set of criteria functions
or certain criteria is denoted a.s g*
{gl,g2,: .. ,gn}' The f function allows to depict the set of admissible decisions in the set of
vector estimations. The estimation of the variant gl:(P:') according

=

=
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to the criterion gr. is designated by p~/(er.). We tall the collection
.~/(ed» as the v~or estimation of the v~riant p~/.
The choice according to the weighed criterion 91:, ·k = 1, d, is
based on the weight !Dj ~ 0 estimation characterising their importance. The choice function

P';' = (p'{(el},."

0;-(1"') = ~' € 1"'I(Vp'je 1"/)«(w,~') ~ (w,Pj)}
is formed by the variants with the maximum weighed sum:

E

U'I:(;d

!DI:~'«") = (iD,~/), iD = (Wb"" !Dd)'

The E-net structure, which describes the decision making process in dynamics, visually gives the parameters needed for control,
control structure rel"tion with the tasks and decisions (see Fig. 4.1).
The decision is realized in the procedure of resolution location in
which the values of parameters for comparison and comparison relations, its variants and the weights of separate criteria estimation
are determined.
The extentio~ of E-net notation with temporal parameters enables us to inclu1e time attributes such as time moments and time
intervals for each; component of the observable information and the
inspection data .. Some supplemental methods for revealing of the
more exact inforrna;tion of observations and supporting negotiations
must be included in DSS. Some deterministic rules and parallel calculations are introduced for reliability of the observed and checked
processes to exclude some falsifications of the reported data. For
the ..variant of one rule, which determines the frequency and type
of sewage water control estimation see Table 4.1.
The water of the object is evaluated according to the use of
water resources' and sewage contamination. The semantical description of transitions of the E-net in Fig. 4.1. is:
U.1. In the object the balance of used water and the dynamics
estimation task.fons~ts of:;).
U.1.1. The ratio between the permissible amount of unoerground w!Lter resources 3Jld the used water;
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Fig. 4.1. The E-net of decision making processes for ecological
evaluation of water pollution.

Table 4.1 A sample 9f rule for determining systematic analysis of sewage

IF
Sewage
Character

Let out amou.niOf sewag't5'Q
Let out into
Let out into
the urban net open reservois

m3 /in day
from industrial Q>500
technological
processes
10 < Q < 50
Q < 100
Water frpm
consumer
services

Rain water
Mixed water

Q > 500

500 < Q < 100
Q< 100

"

--

m3 /in day

Q >- 100
Q < 100

Frequency of
sewage analysis

once a month

oil-

<:I>

THEN
Character of
analysis

common analysis and
specific obligatory
materials are determined

once in a quarter
the analysis not carried out
I
extended analYSIS
once a month
once III a quarter extended analysIs
dynamical characteristic
once a month .
of separate specific
materials
once in a quarter
once in a quarter average contamination
characteristic
L-

lr
S'
;:z

-l~
Cl

0::

~

!
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U .1.2. The permission to use natural water resources by the
object;
U .1.3. The ba.I~nce of aguired, used, passed over and sewage
water in the internal object system;
U.l.4. Comparision of the used water resources dynamics in
different periods.
, U .2. Determination of systematic analysis rules of sewage contamination:
U.2.1." Anaiysis of contamination of sewage thrown in to the
urban sewerage net;
U .2.2. Analysis of contamination of sewage thrown in to the
object sewerage system;
;"
U .2.3. Inspection of sewage in the urban sewerage net;"
U.2.4. Inspection of the object sewerage system;
U .2.5. Determination of the type of water reservoir;
U .2.6. Determination of the balance of the materials distribution.
U.3. The task of sewage contamination analysis consists" of:
U.3.1. Determination of the average proportional concentration of harmful materials according to the data on the average proportional characteristic and dynamic one of contaminated sewage
( for each separate pipeline);
U .3.2. The amount of harmful materials during a certain period, evaluating a changeability of measuments (Le., the average
squared divergence and error of calculation);
U .3.3. Comparison of the control measurements of the harmful
material amount with the results of task tJ .3:2;
U .3.4. Comparison "of material distribution balance data to the
harmful material amount characteristic (received in U.3.2);
" U .3.5. Determination of sewage contamination according to
the greatest permissible~concentration (GPC) norms for separate
types of receivers.
"U.4. General evaluation of the object" according to water resource usage and sewage ~ntamination.
The decision results of U.4 are input data for environmental
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damage estimation in the "Inspection" subsystem.
Semantical description of locations used as information units:
D.l. The data on sewage contamination inspection.
D.2. The data on a primary account. of used water.
D.3. The data on the harmful material ,distribution balance
taking into account the received r:aw materials and ingredients of
formed ,harmful materials thrown into water.
D.4. The existing and planned means for rational use of water
resources and protection from cont.amination.
D.S. The data on a systematic analysis of sewage contamination.
D.6. The data on water resources.
N.l. Norms of contamination of the underground water resources.
N.2. Norms of sewage characteristic of the common sewage
net.
In Fig. 4.1 the E-net obviously shows one of variant of decision
making processes and represents the relationship between tasks,
parameters, and dfcisjons for evaluating the sewage contamination
'
I'
.
level.
The set of db,ta'usedfor verification must contain significant.
episodes of the performance of enterprise system under critical conditions and under normal 'Circumstances. The algorithms for calculation of a.veJ:age" proportional values of data from observations
of contradictory situations are included. The average proportional
concentration of harmful materials calculated according to the data
of average proportional characteristic of contamina.ted sewage is
given as an example in the case when the proportional samples of
sewage are analyzed:
rti ' _
VOt! -

Cfql + G1q2 + ... + C!qn [ /1]
'
mg ,
ql +q2+··· +qn

where Cf, G1, ... rIJ!.. aoe q:mt-sntrations of separate harmful material
i established in each sample, j, = 1,2, ... , n is number of samples,
ql, ... , qn ~re amounts of wJi.ter during the sample construction time.
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The average proportional concentration of the certain time interval determined for separate harmful· materials as. well

d

""n

. . Qj [. /1}
c:."J

_",j=1
A ""...

"'J=1

Q.J

.

mg,

where Ql, Q2, ... , Qn denote the amounts of water flowing through
the pipeline in separate days when. the samples were taken for
analysatiqn..
.
The average amount of harmful materials during a certain ti~e
interval, evaluating a changability of measurements is revealed by

where QA denote the amount of water flowing through the pipeline
during this time interval.
.

4.1. Formal description of decision making processes
for evaluating the sewage contamination level. The purpose
of this section is to illustrate the specifications of a net that can be
interpreted by computer.
Semantical description of the set of attributes:
is the amount of sewage let out into the urban net;
e2 is the amount of sewage let out into the open reservoirS;
&(l), ... ,es(n) are sewage contamination characteristics in the.
urban net;
.
e.(l), ... ,e.(n) are sewage contamination characteristics in the
object sewerage system;
e~(1), ... ,e5(n) are sewage contamination control charaeteristics;
.
es(l), ... ,e6(n) are average proportional concentration characteristic;
,
e1( 1), ... , e1( n) are calculat~ amount oimaterials during acertain period;
.
e,( 1), ... , e,( n) are amounts of materials during a certain period
according to the balance of material distribution.

el
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The set of transitions of E-net in Fig. 4.1 isA {Ul, U2, U2.1.
~2.2' U2.S, U2.4, '!2.S, U2.6,us.i.l, U3.1.2, U3.2.1. U3.2.2, U3.3.1, U3.3.2, U3.4,
U3.5.1. U3.5.2, U4, us}. The examples of the description of transitions:
0i
(LHUjh], L~/[{ejh]' r1, r1/,tJI(rL~/),qi,tf,ri,t{,ITti,sti)j
U2 «D2[e1.6],Ds),(bl , ... ,bl,n,b2, ... ,b2,n), r'2' [tJI(rq) = r'2 :M(D2(6» = 0 - M(r'2) := 2; (M(D2(e2» = 0 - M(r'2) := 1], [T M(r'2) = 1 - M(b l ) := M(Ds[es(l)]), .. . , M(bl,n) := M(Ds[es( n )]; T M(~) = 2 - M(b 2):= M(Ds[e4(1)], ... , M(b2.n) := M(D s [e4(n)])], the
time in which the water amount may be measured, duration of
measurements, the tiine in which measuring is performed, - , St2);
U2~1
«b1[es(1)], ... , b1,n[6(n)J), «b3 [6(1)], ... , b3.nT6(n)])", [T M(bs[es(l)] := M(bd6(1)]), ... , M(bs,n(es(n)] := M(bl,n(es(n)], the time
in which the analysis may be made, duration of the analysis, the
time in which the analysis is made, - , st2.1)j
us.1.i
s (es(I)], ... , bS ,n[e3(n)]), (b7[e6(1)], ... , b 7 ,n[e6(n)],
bs [6(1)], ... ,bs ,n[e7(n)]),,[T - M(b7[e6(I») :=M(b3[ft
(6(1»]), ... ,
M(~[e6(n)]) := M(ba[Jl(e3(n»],M(bs[e7(1)]) := M(b3 [h(6(1»)J), ... ,
M(b s[6(n)] := M(ba [h(e3(n»]), the time in which the calculation
may be caried out, duration of calculations, the time in which cal.
culation is perfoqned, - , sts.l.l)'
The It is the/function
of transformation of dynamic character-.
,
istics of sewage contamination in average proportional characteristics', h is the fundion of transformation of dynamic characteristics
in the amounts of materials during certain period.

=
=

=

=

«b

=

Conclusions. The article considers some essential features of
dynamically changing environment in order to create operativelly
wor.king DSS .. The approach deals with three stages of developing:
acquisition, structurization and representation of knowledge for the
ecological evaluation system. The problems of data reliability are
concerned to ensure the correct and impartial d~cision making.
The possibility for the E-nets to represent consecutive, recurrent, parallel processes and to model them in time allows to formalize all possible decisions which are determined by concrete conditions at a real time point. Further actions, operations, etc. are
specified after the concrete decision have been made. Extending
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the set of macro transitions, introducing different levels of detailing
and using complex procedures of resolution locations it is possible
to formalize the behayior of complex processes as well as to represent these' processes in the information system and the knowledge
base without making the sch~me cumbersome. Some temporal parameters introduced in the E~net notatiQn allow to control the net
not only automatically but also according to the planned terms and
fix the actual moment~ of transition firing. The abstract concept
of specifying temporal relationships between transitions allows to
concretely evaluate the event described by the given transition regarding other marked time moments. The extended E-nets are used
as iormalization means for dynamical representatiori Of behavior of
target system and for multic~iteria decision making processes.
The knowledge representation framework supports organizational principles in the semantic model of statical aspects.
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